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Electric-field-induced melting of the randomly pinned charge-ordered states of rare-earth
manganates and associated effects
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Films of charge-ordered Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3, Gd0.5Ca0.5MnO3, Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3, and Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 show
insulator-metal transitions on the passage of small electrical currents. That such an electric-field-induced
transition occurs even in Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3 where the charge-ordered state is not affected by magnetic fields is
noteworthy. The transition is attributed to the depinning of the randomly pinned charge solid. These materials
also exhibit an interesting memory effect probably due to the randomness of the strength as well as the position
of the pinning centers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge ordering in some of the compositions of rare-ea
manganates of the formulaL12xAxMnO3 (L5rare earth,A
5alkaline earth! has been well-documented.1,2 Charge order-
ing in these materials is interesting since it competes w
double exchange, giving rise to several interesting proper
The charge-ordered state is insulating unlike the dou
exchange regime of the manganates. Two types of ch
ordering can be distinguished in the manganates.2,3 In
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 with a relatively large average radius of th
A-site cations,̂ r A&, a ferromagnetic metallic~FMM! state
(Tc5250 K) transforms to a charge-ordered~CO! state on
cooling to ;150 K.4 Manganates with a small̂ r A&
(&1.17 Å) do not exhibit the FMM state at any temperatu
and instead occur in the CO state even at relatively h
temperatures. The CO state in a manganate with a relati
largeA-site ion radius (̂r A&*1.17 Å) can be transformed t
the FMM state by the application of magnetic fields. On t
other hand, even large magnetic fields have negligible ef
on the CO state of Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3 with a ^r A& of 1.13 Å.5

The CO state in single crystals of Pr12xCaxMnO3 has been
transformed to the FMM state by applying electric fiel
and/or laser irradiation.6,7 The effect of electric fields on the
CO state of the manganates clearly requires a thorough
vestigation, not only because of interesting features of
phenomenon but also due to possible technological impl
tions.

There has been little effort to prepare and characte
thin films of the charge-ordered manganates, unlike the
films of the manganates showing CMR.8–11 We have pre-
pared thin films of charge-ordered manganates of the gen
compositionL0.5A0.5MnO3 on single-crystal substrates by th
nebulized spray pyrolysis of organometallic precurso
More significantly, we have investigated the electric curre
induced transition of the insulating CO states to metal-l
states in these films. For the purpose of this study, we h
chosen three manganates at half doping of the compos
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L0.5Ca0.5MnO3 with L5Nd, Gd, and Y with^r A& values of
1.17, 1.14, and 1.13 Å, respectively, as well
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 with a ^r A& of 1.24 Å. It is noteworthy that
the insulating CO state in all these manganates, includ
Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3, is melted by passing small currents. Furthe
more, the films show nonohmic behavior and interest
memory effects. We propose that the electric-field-induc
insulator-metal transitions and associated effects are bro
about by the depinning of the randomly pinned charge sol

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Thin films of the manganates were deposited on Si~100!
as well as on lanthanum aluminate, LAO~100!, single crystal
substrates by employing nebulized spray pyrolysis.12 This
technique involves the pyrolysis of a nebulized spray of
ganic derivatives of the relevant metals. Since the nebuli
spray is deposited on a solid substrate at relatively low te
peratures, and with sufficient control of the rate of depo
tion, the oxide films obtained possess good stoichiome
Employing acetylacetonates of Nd, Gd, Y, Ca, and Mn, a
dipivaloylmethanato strontium as the organometallic prec
sors, films of;1000 nm thickness were deposited at 650
by using air as the carrier gas~1.5 liters/min!. The films so
obtained were heated at 1000 K in oxygen. The films w
characterized by employing x-ray diffraction and scann
electron microscopy. The compositions of the films as de
mined by EDAX were close to the stated compositions. T
films deposited on Si~100! showed a polycrystalline natur
while those deposited on LAO were oriented along the~100!
direction. The orthorhombic lattice parameters of the ma
rials agree with the literature values. Temperature-depen
resistivity measurements were carried out by employing
close cycle refrigerator and sputtered gold electrodes.

III. RESULTS

In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we show the temperature variatio
of the resistance of Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~NCM! films deposited
594 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 595ELECTRIC-FIELD-INDUCED MELTING OF THE . . .
on Si~100! and LAO~100!, respectively, for different value
of the dc current passed. When the current is small~0.05
mA!, the film on Si~100! shows insulating behavior. Upo
increasing the current, we observe the occurrence of
insulator-metal~I-M ! transition~Fig. 1~a!!. It is noteworthy
that even a current of 0.1mA causes the I-M transition
~The values of the current density are 1.25 A cm22 and
1.253104 A cm22 for currents of 1mA and 10 mA, respec-
tively.! The effects observed are not due to local Joule h
ing, which becomes appreciable only at high currents~* 50
mA!. In fact, the irrelevance of the Joule heating can
clearly seen in the low-temperature metallic@temperature co-
efficient of resistance (TCR).0# regime accessible in Fig
1~a!. Here the resistance for a given current increases w
increasing temperature, while for a given temperature
resistance decreases with increasing current. Just the o
site would be true for a Joule heating. It is reasonable, th
fore, to assume that the Joule heating is quite irrelevan
our transport results, qualitatively at least. The tempera
of the I-M transition shifts from 100 to 150 K with increas
in current. The I -V curves show nonohmic behavior a
shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!. Measurements on the or
ented NCM film deposited on LAO~100! also shows a
marked decrease in resistance with increasing current~Fig.
1~b!. We do not clearly see a metal-like decrease in re
tance at low temperatures, and the behavior is comparab
that of laser-irradiated Pr12xCaxMnO3 crystals reported by

FIG. 1. Temperature variation of the resistance
Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~NCM! films deposited on~a! Si~100! and ~b!
LAO~100! for different values of current. The insets showI -V char-
acteristics at different temperatures.
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Ogawaet al.7 The oriented NCM films also show nonohm
behavior@see inset of Fig. 1~b!#. On the LAO substrate, a
higher current is required to reduce the resistance of
NCM film to the same extent as on the Si substrate.

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we show the effect of increasin
the electric current on the resistance of Gd0.5Ca0.5MnO3
~GCM! films deposited on Si~100! and LAO~100! substrates,
respectively. The behavior is comparable to that of NC
films, particularly on the LAO substrate. On the Si~100! sub-
strate, the GCM films show essentially flat resistance cur
with almost no change with temperature, reminiscent of
generate materials. This is specially noticeable when the
rent is *100 mA. On the LAO~100! substrate, such nea
constancy of resistance is seen when the current is gre
than 10 mA. Nonohmic behavior is found in the GCM film
as well, as can be seen from the insets in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.

A particularly remarkable feature of the NCM and GC
films deposited on LAO~100! substrates is the occurrence
a hysteretic I-M transition driven by transport current. W
show typical data on these films in Fig. 3. The resistan
temperature plots~at constant transport current! are as de-
scribed earlier when the sample is cooled from room te
perature. After attaining the lowest temperature
measurement~;20 K! the current is switched off, and
switched on again to carry out measurements as the films
heated. Note that at the current switching, the large re
tance increase overloads the available current source u

f
FIG. 2. Temperature variation of the resistance

Gd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~GCM! films deposited on~a! Si~100! and ~b!
LAO~100! for different values of current. The insets showI -V char-
acteristics at different temperatures.
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596 PRB 61RAO, RAJU, PONNAMBALAM, PARASHAR, AND KUMAR
Our current source overload was 105 V, thus causing o
load when the resistance is 105 MV for a current of 10 mA.
~We do not have a source of higher voltage.! The heating
curves first show an abrupt increase in resistance followed
an equally abrupt drop around a temperature at which
charge solid apparently melts. The jump in resistance to
original value on the cooling curve in the charge liquid st
is indeed remarkable. Such a memory of the current-spe
resistance value registered in the charge liquid state is
interesting property.

In Fig. 4~a!, we show the resistance vs temperature cur
of a Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~YCM! film on LAO~100! for different
values of the current. We observe a substantial decreas
the resistance with increase in the current and theI -V behav-
ior is nonohmic@~see inset of Fig. 4~a!#. The occurrence of a
current-induced I-M-type transition in the YCM film is note
worthy as the CO state in this material is very robust, be

FIG. 3. Resistance versus temperature plots of~a!
Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and ~b! Gd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 films deposited on
LAO~100! for three different current values, recorded over cooli
and heating cycles. The current was switched off after coo
curve was completed and turned on again to record the hea
curve.
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unaffected by magnetic fields or substitution of Mn31 by
Cr31 and such ions.3,5,13 The value of resistance at a give
current varies as YCM.GCM.NCM, in the same order as
the ^r A&. The memory effect discussed earlier is also fou
in the YCM film, as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

In Fig. 5, we show the temperature variation of resistan
of a Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 ~NSM! film deposited on Si~100!. The
NSM films show metallic resistivity from;300 K down to
;140 K and resistance increases below 140 K due to cha
ordering. The increase in resistance in the CO state is no
sharp in the film as in a single crystal.4 We, however, ob-
serve the high-temperature metallic behavior for all curr
values and the resistance decreases substantially in
charge-ordering regime, with increasing current. At 50 m
the material remains metallic from 300 to 20 K, althou
there is a slight heating of the sample at this current va
The resistance values in NSM are considerably lower tha
NCM and other films at similar currents. The NSM film als
shows nonohmic behavior~see inset of Fig. 5!. Mori14 has
recently observed effects in NSM crystals somewhat com
rable to the memory effects@Figs. 3 and 4~b!# found by us.

IV. DISCUSSION

We discuss now the electric-field-induced insulator-me
transition and the nonohmic transport in the charge-orde

g
ng

FIG. 4. ~a! Temperature variation of the resistance of
Y0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~YCM! film deposited on LAO~100! for different
values of current. The inset showsI -V characteristics at differen
temperatures.~b! Cooling and heating curves obtained as describ
in the caption of Fig. 3.
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rare-earth manganates. These materials are to be viewe
charge solids pinned randomly to the underlying lattice, a
can be depinned by an externally applied electric field, a
of course, melted thermally. The random pinning is expec
on general grounds, e.g., theL/A substitutional disorder in
L0.5A0.5MnO3 that acts as a quenched randomness, other
tice defects or possible inhomogeneities, including the occ
rence of domains or clusters of CO and metallic phas
Charge ordering in the cubic manganates is, however, n
charge-density wave~CDW! arising from a nesting of the
Fermi surface and the associated Peierls instability, as
sumably is the case for the effectively low-dimensional la
ers system,15 Sr2IrO4. Charge ordering in the manganates
driven by Coulomb interaction among the charge carrie
and is stabilized by the background lattice potential, w
which it is ideally commensurate for the 1/1 order
Mn31/Mn41 case. The charge carriers themselves are
pected to be polarons—specifically, the lattice polarons
sociated with the Jahn-Teller ions Mn31 for the manganates
with a small averageA-cationic radius as, e.g., in NCM
YCM, or GCM. Charge transport in these manganates, ag
unlike a CDW with its sliding or unpinned condensate,
expected to proceed through the correlated motion of
polarons, depinned by the applied electric field. This pict
is qualitatively consistent with the observed facts, name
the observed threshold of electric field, or applied curre
for electrical conduction, nonohmic transport, met
insulator transition, negative differential resistance, and c
tain hysteretic and memory effects associated with the m
ing transition from a charge solid to a charge liquid
discussed below.

At the lowest temperature~77 K! and current (I
&0.05mA) employed, the NCM film@Fig. 1~a!# is highly
insulating (TCR,0) with R;107 V. The resistance then
falls by an order of magnitude for a small increase of
current to;0.1 mA, but finally levels off to a gradual de

FIG. 5. Temperature variation of the resistance of
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 ~NSM! film deposited on Si~100! for different val-
ues of current. The inset showsI -V characteristic at a low tempera
ture.
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crease around 1 mA. The corresponding variation in the
plied voltage, and, therefore, of the electric field, is sma
from ;0.5 to ;0.6 V. This nonlinear threshold conduction
qualitatively of the Zener typeR}exp(E0 /E), is characteris-
tic of a pinned charge solid~insulator!, and its field-induced
depinning gives a conductor. The field-induced depinn
also accounts for the nonohmic decrease of resistance
increasing applied current at a given temperature as obse
in these manganates. Let us next consider the tempera
dependence of resistance at a given current. At low eno
temperatures, the depinning energy far exceeds the the
energy (kBT) and the conduction is dominated by a cohere
tunneling step. A positive TCR is to be expected becaus
the decohering thermal effects, as indeed observed@Fig.
1~a!#. At higher temperatures, the transport crosses over f
this quantum coherent tunneling through pinning barrier
an incoherent thermal escape over the barrier giving
change in sign of the TCR~,0! as expected of a thermall
activated process. This is again exactly what is obser
@Fig. 1~a!#. Indeed, such a crossover from a low-temperat
coherent conduction with a positive TCR to a higher te
perature incoherent conduction with a negative TCR is w
known for independent small polarons. In the present ca
the single polaron is replaced by the polarons entrained
correlation volume due to interaction. With increasing te
perature, the coherence volume must decrease thereby
ering the depinning energy. It is very apt to point out he
that the field-induced depinning of the randomly pinn
charge solid has a close analogue in the well-known p
nomenon of shear induced melting, which is not the resul
heating.

The picture discussed above with reference to Fig. 1~a!
for NCM/Si also covers the NCM/LAO, GCM/Si or LAO
and YCM/LAO films depicted in Figs. 1~b!, 2, and 4~a!,
respectively. In these cases, the metallic-type regime w
TCR.0 ~found in NCM/Si at low temperatures! is absent.
This suggests that the correlation volume, or the pinning b
rier, is sufficiently small for the thermally activated depi
ning to dominate over tunneling even at low temperatur
thus making the regime with TCR.0 parametrically inac-
cessible. In the case of NSM~Fig. 5!, charge ordering and its
pinning involve antiferromagnetic~AFM! ordering, and
hence the depinning occurs at relatively lower temperatu
The idea of pinning/depinning, and of the associated coh
ence volume entraining a number of charge carriers, is g
eral and has a much wider applicability. Thus, it is applica
to the classic Wigner crystal pinned by random substr
imperfections, to which the CO state considered here
proximates best—but with the proviso that the electrons h
to be replaced by JT polarons whose higher effective m
favors charge solid formation in the parameter regime
interest.

The negative differential resistance in the case of
magnetic CO manganates~as in NSM! can be understood in
terms of local ferromagnetic~FM! ordering forced by a suf-
ficiently large transport current impressed as an external c
straint. This is the spin-valve effect acting in the rever
assuming that the Hund’s coupling is far larger than the
tiferromagnetic coupling. The transport-induced local FM o
der leads to a lower resistance because of the spin-v
effect, and hence the negative differential conductance. S
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a transport driven~magnetic! structural change is a particula
case of the general nonequilibrium phenomenon of order
caused by transport. Similar transport driven instability
expected in the other systems showing negative differen
conductance.

Finally, we turn to the remarkable hysteretic I-M trans
tions driven by the transport current in the CO system
shown in Figs. 3 and 4~b! and described in Sec. III. TheR-T
plot at constant transport current along the heating cur
shows an abrupt drop at the transition temperature~;150 K!
at which clearly the charge solid melts to a charge liquid. O
the cooling curve, the charge liquid shows appreciable u
dercooling~stays liquid below;150 K! which is not surpris-
ing for a melting transition. What is surprising, however,
that on the heating curve~following the switching of the
applied current at the lowest temperature! the resistance
jumps back at melting to its original current-specific value o
the cooling curve in the charge liquid melt. This memory o
the current specific-resistance value registered in the char
d
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liquid state, and addressed uniquely by that specific value
the transport current, can be understood in terms of
quenched randomness of the strength as well as the pos
of the pinning referred to earlier.16 Accordingly, at a given
transport current, the charge solid is depinned only at a s
set of pinning centers. We suggest that effectively only th
depinned fraction melts cooperatively at the melting poi
and then contributes to the conductance in the charge liq
state. This subset increases with the increasing applied
rent, giving therefore, lower resistance for higher currents
the charge liquid state, as is clearly seen in Figs. 2 and 4~b!.
~Here again, the Joule heating is irrelevant as is evident fr
the fact that the observed melting temperature is unaffec
by the applied current magnitude.! Thus, the charge liquid
just above the melting temperature also conducts nonoh
cally. It is the transport-current specificity of the charge li
uid resistance that sets it apart from the hysteresis usu
associated with the first-order melting transition.
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